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1. Change in Understanding ADHD

¨OLD: ADHD = “disruptive behavior 
disorder of childhood”

¨NEW: ADHD = developmental
impairments of brain’s self-management 
system, its “executive functions”

¨Development continues throughout life 
sometimes enhancing, sometimes 
dimishing functions
TE Brown, Ph.D. Keck Medical School



Executive Functions

¨Wide range of central control processes
of the brain

¨Connect, prioritize, and integrate
cognitive functions–moment by moment

¨Like conductor of a symphony orchestra



“Will you do it and, if so, how and when?”
(Lezak, 2004)

Will you do it?    Motivation/Activation

How will you do it? Planning/Organizing

When? Timing/Remembering
(Brown, 2013)



Executive Functions
operate in dynamic, integrated ways

For example, EF of “focus”
•Does not mean

• as in holding the camera still to take a 
photo of an unmoving object

•Does mean
• as in focusing on the task of driving a car

Brown TE.  2005.



Prevalence and Genetics of ADHD

¨ 9% children; 8.7 adolescents 
¨ 4.4% adults up to 44 yo, no data for later
¨Male-female: 6:1, 3:1, 1:1
¨ All levels of IQ 
¨ All levels of socioeconomic status
¨ Family genetic transmission: 7.6
¨ Inheritance not specific to subtype



EF Development and Demands

¨EF capacity develops through 
childhood, into adolescence 
and beyond; it is not fully 
present in early childhood

¨Environmental demands for EF 
increase with age, from 
preschool through adulthood

¨EF impairments often are not 
noticeable by age 12!



Development of Brain Structures 
that Support Executive Functions

¨ Structures and functions that support 
EF are not fully developed at birth

¨ Neural networks underlying effortful control 
begin development at 2-4 years old, but don’t 
fully develop until one’s 20s

¨ Development of EF capacities continues into 
early adulthood

Rothbart MK, Posner MI. Mechanism and variation in the development of attentional 
networks.
In: Nelson CA, Luciana M, eds. Handbook of Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience; 
2001.



Normal Brain Aging
¨Volume of brain declines about 5% per 

decade
¨Dopamine levels decline anout 10% per 

decade
¨Estrogen reduction impairs working 

memory
¨But these all vary from person to person
¨ “Super agers” at 80 yo (less shrinkage, 

better memory) 



Faraone. J Am Acad Child Adolesc Psychiatry. 2000;39:1455-1457. 
Hemminki. Mutat Res. 2001;25:11-21.
Palmer. Eur Resp J. 2001;17:696-702.
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Brown’s Model of Executive Functions 
Impaired in ADHD

Symptom Characteristics

¨Dimensional, not “all-or-nothing”
• Everyone sometimes has some impairments 
in these functions; in ADHD, it is a chronic, 
severe impairment

¨Situational variability: “If I’m interested”
• Most persons with ADHD have a few activities 
where ADHD impairments are absent

ADHD looks like a willpower problem, but it isn’t!



Brown’s Model of Executive Functions 
Impaired in ADHD

Executive Functions

Organizing, 
prioritizing, 

and 
activating
to work

1.
Activation

Focusing, 
sustaining 
focus, and 

shifting focus 
to tasks

2.
Focus

Regulating 
alertness, 
sustaining 
effort, and 
processing 

speed

3.
Effort

Managing 
frustration 

and 
modulating 
emotions

4.
Emotion

Utilizing 
working 

memory and 
accessing 

recall

5.
Memory

Monitoring 
and self-

regulating 
action

6.
Action

Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 2001. 



1. Organize, Prioritize, and Activate

¨Difficulty organizing tasks, 
materials

¨Difficulty estimating time, 
prioritizing tasks

¨Trouble getting started on work

Brown TE. Attention-Deficit Disorders and Comorbidities in Children, Adolescents, and Adults; 
2000. Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 
2001. 



2. Focus, Shift, and Sustain Attention

¨Loses focus when trying to listen
or plan

¨Easily distracted–internal/external

¨Forgets what was read, needs
to re-read

Brown TE. Attention-Deficit Disorders and Comorbidities in Children, Adolescents, and Adults; 
2000. Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 
2001. 



3. Regulating Alertness, Effort,
and Processing Speed

¨Difficulty regulating sleep and alertness
¨Quickly loses interest in task, especially 

longer projects; doesn’t sustain effort
¨Difficult to complete task on time, 

especially in writing–“slow modem”

Brown TE. Attention-Deficit Disorders and Comorbidities in Children, Adolescents, and Adults; 
2000. Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 
2001. 



4. Manage Frustration,
Modulate Emotion

¨Emotions impact thoughts, actions too 
much

¨Frustration, irritations, hurts, desires, 
worries, etc., experienced “like computer 
virus”

¨ “Can’t put it to the back of my mind”

(Not included in DSM-5 criteria)

Brown TE. Attention-Deficit Disorders and Comorbidities in Children, Adolescents, and Adults; 
2000. Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 
2001. 



5. Utilize Working Memory,
Access Recall

¨Difficulty holding one or several things “on 
line” while attending
to other tasks

¨Difficulty “remembering to remember”
¨ Inadequate “search engine” for activating 

stored memories, integrating these with 
current info to guide current thoughts and 
actions

Brown TE. Attention-Deficit Disorders and Comorbidities in Children, Adolescents, and Adults; 
2000. Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 
2001. 



6. Monitor and Self-Regulate Action

¨Difficulty controlling actions, slowing self 
and/or speeding up as needed
for tasks

¨Doesn’t size up ongoing situations 
carefully

¨Hard to monitor and modify own actions to 
fit situation/aims

(Not just hyperactive/impulsive behavior)

Brown TE. Attention-Deficit Disorders and Comorbidities in Children, Adolescents, and Adults; 
2000. Brown TE. Manual for Attention Deficit Disorder Scales for Children and Adolescents; 
2001. 



When Are ADHD
Impairments Noticeable? 

¨Some are obvious very early and
are noticeable in preschool years

¨Some are not noticeable until
middle elementary or junior high

¨Some are not apparent until child leaves 
home to go to college or later



2. The Central Mystery of ADHD:
Situational Variability of Symptoms

¨Why focus for this, but not that?
“If it really interests me”  (attraction)
¨Why focus then, but not now?
“If I feel the gun to my head” (fear)
¨Why is motivation in ADHD so 

variable in one situation to another?
TE Brown, Ph.D.,  Keck Medical School



The central mystery of  ADHD
2 hypotheses

“Willpower”
vs

Erectile Dysfunction of the Mind

TE Brown, Ph.D.,  Keck Medical School



3. Cognitive Chemistry of Motivation
(for everyone, not just those with ADHD)

¨Emotional value is automatically, uncsly
assigned to stimuli (amygdala, medial PFC)        
[how threatening, important, interesting is this?]
(Damasio, 1994, 1999; Ledoux, 1996, 2002,)

¨ The amygdala integrates many types of info, 
incentive magnitude and valence, response 
cost, prior learning history, and motivational 
state to gauge potential rewards. (L. Pessoa, 2013)



Motivations & Emotions can
operate powerfully and unconsciously

Examples include: 
¨ Implicit Bias demonstrated in multiple 

empirical studies (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995)

¨anticipatory sexual arousal, anticipatory 
anxiety, anticipatory grief, anticipatory 
hopelessness, and panic attacks often 
seen in clinical practice

¨Despite contrary conscious experience



How does brain determine motivation to 
ignore or attend, to do or not do now?

¨ Motivation is not a unified variable; it is not just “gas in 
the tank” It is idiosyncratic and specific to particular 
tasks and settings.

¨ Each perception, thought  or task is instantly screened by 
the brain’s “google search”  that pulls up relevant, 
unconscious memories throughout cortex; these compete
to activate approach, avoidance and/or disinterest

TE Brown, Ph.D.,  Keck Medical School



Perception & Memory

“Perception is part of the acquisition and 
retrieval of memory; memory stores 
information acquired by perception; 
language and memory depend on each 
other…attention serves all the other 
functions.”  

J.Fuster, Cortex and Mind; Unifying Cognition, 2003



How does the brain “google”  to choose responses to 
thoughts or tasks?

¨ “amygdala contributes as much to positive 
reinforcement as to negative”       (E. Murray, 2009)

¨ “Amygdalar neurons help track gradations of 
both positive and negative value moment 
to moment” *

¨ Basolateral amygdala integrates info re: 
response cost, incentive valence & prior 
learning history to guide decisions re action*

(L. Pessoa, The Cognitive-Emotional Brain.2013)



Cognition & Emotion are Integrated in learning 
history of each individual

“Emotion and cognition cannot be dissociated in the 

brain…affective significance determines how the amygdala 

helps separate the significant from the mundane”  (L. Pessoa, 2013)

“All information processing is emotional…emotion is the energy 

level that drives, organizes, amplifies and attenuates cognitive 

activity.”      (K. Dodge, 1991)

TEBrown, Ph.D., Keck Medical School, USC



Amygdala is a major hub for connecting 
perceptions, thoughts, images to rest of the cortex

Schematic  Graph  of Amygdala Output by Young, et all. (1994)

Amygdala

outputs to

64 of 72

regions 

In cortex.

More recent

studies show 

1K separate

cortical & 

subcortical

pathways.

(Petrovich, 

et. al. 2001)Amygdala



Amygdalar “googling” is filtered for context

¨ “Amygdala responses are strongly 
context dependent” Pessoa, L. (2013)

¨Amygdala flexibly integrates stimulus 
valence with current goals, motivations, 
and contextual demands.

Attar, H.  et al (2010)

TE Brown, Ph.D.,  Keck Medical School



Context Matters!

Where we are and who we’re with shapes which of our 

emotions are most intense in the moment: 

A clinical example:

“Would you like a cookie?”

TE Brown, Ph.D.,  Keck Medical School



Emotions May Shift as Context Shifts

¨ A student who works hard to get every term paper 
in on time may suddenly not care about a paper 
because his girlfriend broke up with him and is 
dating someone else.

¨ A student whose interest in completing papers is 
generally lukewarm may suddenly intensify interest 
and work hard on paper so he can maintain 
eligibility to stay on his team.

TEBrown, Ph.D., Keck Medical School, USC



Motivational Output
¨The rapid-fire calculus of the amygdala

and related hubs (dorsal-medial PFC & 
anterior insula) sorts competing priorities
emergent from the individual’s learning 
history to mobilize, shape or defer action 
(Pessoa, L., 2013).

¨Output from the amygdala reaches 
multiple brain regions and can quickly 
alter functional connectivity activating 
both body and brain.TE Brown, Ph.D.,  Keck Medical School



Single Neuron to Cascades

¨Until recent technological developments 
emphasis was on communication from 
one neuron to another

¨More recent research highlights 
communication between transient, 
neuronal networks, in shifting cascades 
of intra-regional communication.(Hanson, 
2012, Nicolelis,1997)



Regional Network Communications

¨Most communication within brain is not 
between solitary neurons. Most intra-
brain messages are carried by large
ensembles of neurons joined transiently 
to convey related bits of information 
across networks of countless neurons. 
Not like Morse code, but more like 
rapidly shifting chords of a symphony.
(Hanson, 2012, Nicolelis, 1997, Brown, 2017)



All cross-neuronal signals are not equal! 
Why and How?

Signals differ in strength based upon how 
important the brain perceives the signal to 
be.

Strength- shown in persistent frequency of 
sequential release (one knock on door or 
many)



4. Impact of ADHD on Motivation

¨ Inherited problem in development of EF 
infrastructure, (3 yr delay in parts of cortex)

¨ Impacts development of networks
¨ Impacts communication between 

networks, (esp. default, working memory)
¨ Impacts electro-chemical 

communication between neurons



Chemistry of Motivation in ADHD
¨Dysfunction of dopamine reward 

pathway has been associated with 
motivation deficit in ADHD

¨ Yet dysfunction of dopamine reward 
system is not unitary or constant in 
ADHD, it is dynamic and situationally 
specific

¨Motivation deficit in ADHD may be 
linked to ADHD impairments of working 
memory & constriction/diffusion of focus

(Volkow, 2009,2010)



Executive Function Networks 
Depend primarily on 2  chemicals

dopamine and norepinephrine

¨ control most functions impaired in ADHD
¨ brain of person with ADHD makes these chemicals
¨ but does not release & reload effectively
¨ à control messages often not connecting
¨ For 80% medications improve this problem.



Impact of Menopause

¨Midlife onset of ADHD symptoms
¨Decline in EF, especially working 

memory and attentional focus
¨Estrogen and dopamine
¨Limitations of estrogent replacement
¨Effects of ADHD meds



What can be done to maintain/improve

¨No magical factors!
(data on stem cells implants are weak)

¨Brain is part of the body: taking care of 
body  with adequate sleep, exercise and 
nutrition

¨Maintaining intellectual activity



How Do Medications Alleviate ADHD Sx?

¨Meds slow reuptake +/or increase 
release of DA or NE

¨Not a cure  (eyeglasses, not antibiotic)

¨Alleviate sx only for duration of action

¨Effective amount of stim not related to 
age, weight or sx severity

¨ “Fine-tuning” of meds essential 
(to optimize dose and timing)



ADHD in Mid-Life and Beyond

¨47-53 yo adults in Australia with ADHD 
more likely to be unemployed in midlife, 
more financial problems, more 
separation/divorce, more depression

¨68 yo adults in Netherlands w/ADHD 
lower income, 3X more divorced or 
single, more limited social network than 
age-matched, non-ADHD sample. 



ADHD Medication for Adults

¨Relatively little data thus far
¨Lensing reported study 159 adults dx 

with ADHD at 50 yo. 61% had child dx 
with ADHD,  26% had grandchild dx

¨87% treated with stimulant meds Of 
those 36% DC meds, 64% found helpful 
and continued use of those meds 



nida.gov

Slowing reuptake

of dopamine
(MPH and AMPH)

Increasing release

of dopamine
(AMPH)

Mechanisms of Action of Stimulant Medications
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